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Acoustic 
curtains and blinds
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Acoustic 
curtains and blinds
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Texaa’s range of curtains and blinds provide 
acoustic solutions for many architectural 
situations. These made-to-measure systems fit 
volumes with different dimensions and provide 
comfort in their use. They represent an ideal 
response to modern challenges around flexible 
and modular use of spaces.

PROPORTION OF RECYCLED 
COMPONENTS (BLINDS)

See updated environmental data on www.texaa.com

≥ 37%

STORES ET RIDEAUX

α SABINE
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Acoustic performance
Performance of vertical slatted blinds, sound-absorbing and soundproofing acoustic curtains positioned 100 mm 
from the vertical surface.

  Sound-absorbing acoustic curtains with fullness of 1  

  Sound-absorbing acoustic curtains with fullness of 2

  Soundproofing acoustic curtains with fullness of 1

  Soundproofing acoustic curtains with fullness of 2

  Blinds with slats closed at 180°

  Blinds with slats open at 90°

RIDEAUX
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Texaa sound-absorbing acoustic curtains positioned 
between the restaurant area and hallway in a childcare 
centre in Wenzenbach near Regensburg, Germany. 
Köstlbacher Miczka architecture and town planning, 2021.
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Above : sound-absorbing acoustic curtains visually closing off areas on the premises 
of MATH Engineering in Bègles outside Bordeaux in 2021.
On the right: sound-absorbing acoustic curtains in front of glazing, combined with 
connected Stereo acoustic panels on the ceiling in the Val-Revermont Town Hall 
annex in eastern France. Architects: Doucerain Lièvre Delziani, 2020

Sound-absorbing acoustic curtains

The sound-absorbing acoustic curtains designed 
by Texaa contribute substantially to the quality 
of the rooms they are installed in. 

Hung in front of glazing or installed freely within 
the volume, they provide acoustic comfort and make 
it possible to play with light levels and space.

As well as absorbing sound, they can also be used 
to vary ambient light, to visually close areas off 
and even contribute to temperature control.

The Aeria fabric envelope makes them durable and 
easy to clean, as well as appealing to look at and touch.

141
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Texaa sound-absorbing acoustic curtains installed in front of glazing in Glass House Studio, Los Angeles in 2018.
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Sound-absorbing acoustic curtains installed in front of glazing to manage the acoustics of music practice rooms by drawing them or 
not in the Higher National Conservatory of Music and Dance in Paris, in 2021.
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Soundproofing acoustic curtains

Texaa soundproofing acoustic curtains are 
made up of two lengths of sound-absorbing felt 
wadding within an outer envelope of Aeria* fabric and 
a core of six sound-damping layers.

They may be joined together using the zips inserted in 
their side seams, to fit a range of dimensions.

They are used to partition rooms or define areas, while 
contributing to the reduction of sound transmission 
from one area to another.

Texaa soundproofing acoustic curtains prevent light 
from passing, and soften the sound ambience of a hall 
or meeting room with their sound-absorbing properties 
in addition to their sound-damping qualities.

6-layer core
Wadding

145

Previewed at the architect@work Paris exhibition,
soundproofing acoustic curtains reduce sound transmission between two rooms.
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Texaa soundproofing acoustic curtains are a flexible solution to visually partition areas. 
Shared work areas in the Crown Estate building in Bessborough Street, London. Stiff+Trevillion Architects, 2021.
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Texaa soundproofing acoustic curtains partition a room that can be fully open, so that the area is not permanently divided.
Here in L’Alpha, the Greater Angoulême media library by architects Loci Anima in 2015.
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SOUND-ABSORBING 
ACOUSTIC CURTAINS

Composition
•  Two 3-mm thicknesses 

of black felt wadding
•  Both sides covered with sound-

transparent Aeria fabric

Acoustic performance 
Absorption coefficient αw 

•  Curtain with fullness of 1 i.e. flat:
αw = 0.40 (H), NRC = 0.40, class D

•  Curtain with fullness of 2 i.e. 
with pleats:
αw = 0.65 (H), NRC = 0.60, class C

N.B. Acoustic curtains do not have 
insulating properties and their capacity 
to mitigate heat transfer should be 
considered to be zero.

European reaction to fire classification
B-s2, d0

SOUNDPROOFING 
ACOUSTIC CURTAINS

Composition
•  Two 3-mm thicknesses 

of black felt wadding
•  Both sides covered with sound-

transparent Aeria fabric
•  Sound-damping core

with six 0.42-mm layers

Acoustics 
Absorption coefficient αw   
•     Curtain with fullness of 1 i.e. flat:

αw = 0.55 (H), NRC = 0.55, class D
•    Curtain with fullness of 2 i.e. with pleats: 

αw = 0.75 (H), NRC = 0.75, class C
Sound reduction index: Rw = 10 dB

European reaction to fire 
classification
B-s1, d0

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS

Durability of the Aeria fabric cover
• Run-resistant
• 330 g/m2 
•  Protection against soiling:

-  Hydro/Oleophobic ≥ 5
(AATCC118 and AATCC193)

-  Electrostatic properties 7.1010 Ω
(EN 1149-1)

Cleaning
Vacuum cleaning, may be taken 
apart and refitted.

Garantee
10 years

Environmental characteristics
•  Texaa curtains meet the 

requirements specified in the 
HQE, LEED and BREEAM (2 points) 
reference documents and methods, 
based on:
- their acoustic contribution
-  their very low emissions of VOC 

and formaldehyde 
•  All Texaa products qualify for French 

“A+” health labelling and are classed 
as “conforming” after assessment 
using the German AgBB protocol.

Fitting
•  Curtains may be joined together 

using the zips inserted into their 
side seams.

•  The curtains are hung on a rail fitted 
with rollers for easy drawing.

•  For more static applications, 
the curtains may also be fitted with 
eyelets, 40 mm in diameter. 

INSTALLATION SYSTEM
Suspendus à un rail

Suspendus à un rail Ampleur 1:
1500mm

?

Ampleur 2:
3000mm

Mise en oeuvre Formats
Store et Rideaux

Hung on a rail

FULLNESS

Fullness describes the amount 
of pleating of a curtain. The greater 
the fullness, the more the curtain 
is pleated. Fullness of 1 is that of 
a curtain with no pleats. For example, 
a curtain 3 metres wide hung on a rail 
1.5 metres long, has a fullness of 2. 
A curtain’s fullness determines how 
much sound it absorbs (see page 138).

For a curtain 1,500 mm 
wide, the fullness is 1. For a curtain 3,000 mm 

wide, the fullness is 2.

STORERIDEAUX STORERIDEAUX

1,500 mm 1,500 mm

Characteristics of sound-absorbing 
and sound-proofing acoustic curtains

COLOURS
Select from the 30 colours in the Aeria palette on page 24. Special colours available on request.
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Texaa acoustic curtains are made of two lengths of sound-absorbing felt wadding that are covered 
with our Aeria fabric and sewn together back-to-back.

For more info, see texaa.comRun-resistant Fire-resistant 10-year guarantee Water repellent and dust-proof 
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Texaa acoustic blinds are made with 3-mm-thick black felt, protected on both sides by our sound-transparent
Aeria fabric. This unique product has acoustic, thermal and light occluding properties.
Recording studios of Christian Francophone Radio in Annecy, 2021.

Acoustic blinds

Texaa acoustic blinds are the fruit of several 
innovations, and are quite unique in how they combine 
light occluding, thermal and acoustic qualities.

Hung in front of a glazed surface, they absorb 
resonance, filter light and improve people’s comfort.

151

Acoustic blinds used to create a visual partition against glazing 
in Chabanne & Partners architects offices in Lyon in 2015. 
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Acoustic blinds in front of glazed surfaces. The MACI
Creation and Innovation centre of Grenoble Alpes University

in Saint Martin d’Hères. Jacques Ripault Architecture, 2019.
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COMPOSITION
• 3-mm-thick black felt wadding
•  A black powder-coated metal hanging 

plate inserted in a hem
•  Sound-transparent Aeria fabric 

on both sides

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE
Absorption coefficient  
•  Slats open at 90° 

αw = 0.40 (H), NRC = 0.30, class D
•  Slats closed at 180° 

αw = 0.45 (MH), NRC = 0.50, class D

EUROPEAN REACTION 
TO FIRE CLASSIFICATION 
Complete product: C-s2, d0

DURABILITY 
OF THE AERIA FABRIC COVER 
• Run-resistant
• 330 g/m2 
•  Protection against soiling:

-  Hydro/Oleophobic ≥ 5
(AATCC118 and AATCC193)

-  Electrostatic properties 7.1010 Ω
(EN 1149-1)

CLEANING
Vacuum cleaning, may be taken 
apart and refitted.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS
•  The sound-absorbing felt 

is 90% recycled
•  Texaa blinds meet the requirements 

specified in the HQE, LEED and 
BREEAM (2 points) reference 
documents and methods, based on:
- their acoustic contribution
-  their very low emissions of VOC 

and formaldehyde 
•  Proportion of recycled components: 

≥ 37%
•  All Texaa products qualify for French 

“A+” health labelling and are classed 
as “conforming” after assessment 
using the German AgBB protocol.

FITTING
•  Texaa acoustic blinds use conventional 

headrail systems. The slats are hung 
from a white, powder-coated rail 
with a cross-section of 40 x 25 mm 
and comprising a drawstring system 
for angling the slats or opening 
and closing the blinds.

GUARANTEE 
10 years 

AVAILABLE OPTION
Headrail for blinds (2-year guarantee) 

Slat width: 133 mm 
Slat thickness: 5 mm
Slat height: up to 3 metres 
Slat weight: ±0.20 kg per linear metre

COLOURS
Select from the 30 colours in the Aeria palette on page 24. Special colours available on request.

Characteristics 
of acoustic blinds

SIZES

Hung on a rail

INSTALLATION SYSTEM

Suspendus à un rail

Suspendus à un rail Ampleur 1:
1500mm

?

Ampleur 2:
3000mm

Mise en oeuvre Formats
Store et Rideaux

STORERIDEAUX

LIGHT OCCLUSION AND THERMAL PROPERTIES

96% 24% 
light occlusion thermal reflection 

Transmission of the visible spectrum 
(wavelengths from 380-800 nm) 
Absorption >95 / Reflection 3 / Transmission <2

Transmission of the solar radiation spectrum
(wavelengths from 280-2,500 nm)
Absorption >74 / Reflection 24 / Transmission <2

Slats closed at 180°

155

The slats of Texaa acoustic blinds are attached using a hanger plate with a unique design (patent pending) 
that locates them very close to the headrail, thereby achieving almost 96% of light occlusion.

For more info, see texaa.comRun-resistant Fire-resistant 10-year guarantee Water repellent and dust-proof 
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COMPOSITION
• 3-mm-thick black felt wadding
•  A black powder-coated metal hanging 

plate inserted in a hem
•  Sound-transparent Aeria fabric 

on both sides

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE
Absorption coefficient  
•  Slats open at 90° 

αw = 0.40 (H), NRC = 0.30, class D
•  Slats closed at 180° 

αw = 0.45 (MH), NRC = 0.50, class D

EUROPEAN REACTION 
TO FIRE CLASSIFICATION 
Complete product: C-s2, d0

DURABILITY 
OF THE AERIA FABRIC COVER 
• Run-resistant
• 330 g/m2 
•  Protection against soiling:

-  Hydro/Oleophobic ≥ 5
(AATCC118 and AATCC193)

-  Electrostatic properties 7.1010 Ω
(EN 1149-1)

CLEANING
Vacuum cleaning, may be taken 
apart and refitted.

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS
•  The sound-absorbing felt 

is 90% recycled
•  Texaa blinds meet the requirements 

specified in the HQE, LEED and 
BREEAM (2 points) reference 
documents and methods, based on:
- their acoustic contribution
-  their very low emissions of VOC 

and formaldehyde 
•  Proportion of recycled components: 

≥ 37%
•  All Texaa products qualify for French 

“A+” health labelling and are classed 
as “conforming” after assessment 
using the German AgBB protocol.

FITTING
•  Texaa acoustic blinds use conventional 

headrail systems. The slats are hung 
from a white, powder-coated rail 
with a cross-section of 40 x 25 mm 
and comprising a drawstring system 
for angling the slats or opening 
and closing the blinds.

GUARANTEE 
10 years 

AVAILABLE OPTION
Headrail for blinds (2-year guarantee) 

Slat width: 133 mm 
Slat thickness: 5 mm
Slat height: up to 3 metres 
Slat weight: ±0.20 kg per linear metre

COLOURS
Select from the 30 colours in the Aeria palette on page 24. Special colours available on request.

Characteristics 
of acoustic blinds

SIZES

Hung on a rail

INSTALLATION SYSTEM

Suspendus à un rail

Suspendus à un rail Ampleur 1:
1500mm

?

Ampleur 2:
3000mm

Mise en oeuvre Formats
Store et Rideaux

STORERIDEAUX

LIGHT OCCLUSION AND THERMAL PROPERTIES

96% 24% 
light occlusion thermal reflection 

Transmission of the visible spectrum 
(wavelengths from 380-800 nm) 
Absorption >95 / Reflection 3 / Transmission <2

Transmission of the solar radiation spectrum
(wavelengths from 280-2,500 nm)
Absorption >74 / Reflection 24 / Transmission <2

Slats closed at 180°
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Aeria colour palette

Chiné brun MR120

Granit MR980

Silex MR950

Chiné naturel MR130

Gris pierre MR350

Nacre MR640

Chiné graphique MR140

Quartz MR300

Taupe MR680

Chiné noir MR150

Graphite MR520

Ciment MR700Beige MR930

Granit GMR980 Nacre GMR640

Craie MR630

Special colours are available on request.
GMR colours are only available for Stereo Air
and Strato open mesh panels.

The stitches are displayed here in their actual size.
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Vert beige MR670

Lichen MR660

Bleu menthe MR370

Ivoire MR940

Vieux rose MR330

Fougère MR650

Bleu nocturne MR310

Rouge MR470

Moutarde MR580

Prairie MR480

Océan MR340

Brique MR620

Cumin MR920

Vert cactus MR550

Bleu étang MR360

Rose rubis MR320

The final appearance of any colour of our Aeria fabric
is partially influenced by the base to which it is applied. 
The presentations above display Stereo and Vibrasto 
applications: light colours are applied to a grey base
and dark colours are mounted on black bases.

Abso objects always have light-coloured base materials.
Curtains and blinds always have black bases.
If you are mixing product families, please contact us.
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FRANCE

43, allée Mégevie 
33174 Gradignan

+33 (0) 5 56 75 71 56 
contact@texaa.fr 

www.texaa.fr 

UNITED KINGDOM

Becket House 
1 Lambeth Palace Road 

London SE1 7EU

+44 (0) 20 7092 3435 
contact@texaa.co.uk 

www.texaa.co.uk

DEUTSCHLAND

Walter-Kolb-Straße 9-11 
60594 Frankfurt am Main

+49 (0) 69 962 17 63 16 
kontakt@texaa.de 

www.texaa.de


